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2024 Reflection 100 Series 28RL $61,776
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Description New 2024 Grand Design Reflection 100 Series 28RL Grand Design Reflection 100
Series fifth wheel 28RL highlights: Kitchen Island Queen Bed 13' "One Touch"
Electric Awning Full Bath Front Private Bedroom   You'll love the amount of space
you have in this fifth wheel thanks to the dual opposing slides in the rear living
area/kitchen. Your friends and family can relax on the tri-fold sofa or theater
seating across from the high-definition 40" LED TV. And you might want to add
the optional free-standing dinette for a place to dine at. The chef of your group
will appreciate having a kitchen island that will provide more counter space, plus
there is a hutch with overhead cabinets for nice dishes. A full bath onboard lets
you clean up each day and the front private bedroom includes a queen bed just
like at home. You'll also love spending time outdoors under the electric awning,
and there is an unobstructed pass-thru storage for fishing poles, hiking gear, and
camp chairs!   Each Reflection 100 Series fifth wheel by Grand Design is
affordable and packed with luxury for unforgettable camping memories! The
MorRyde CRE3000 suspension system, Goodyear Endurance tires, and
aerodynamic front cap with Max Turn radius will provide smooth towing from
home to campground. And the solar package with a 180W/370W solar panel, 50
Amp charge controller and 12V refrigerator will allow you to camp for longer
periods of time and in more locations! A heated and enclosed underbelly with
circulating heat is included in the Arctic 4-Seasons Protection Package, along
with 12V heat pads on all holding tanks, and a double insulated roof and front cap
so you can camp all year long if you choose. You will appreciate having an on-
demand water heater for hot showers after exploring, and the universal all-in-one
docking station will let you monitor your RVs tanks levels and functions with
ease. These models also include many luxurious interior features, such as
premium Congoleum flooring, blackout roller shades, residential cabinetry, and
matte black fixtures and hardware. Don't let the Reflection 100 Series fifth wheels
pass you by! Front Bedroom|Rear Living Area|Kitchen Island

Basic information Year: 2024
Stock Number: 349011
VIN Number: brownsrvfeed-349011
Condition: New
Length: 372
GVW: 10995
Sleeps: 4
Slideouts: 2

Item address 30049 Highway 151, 29101, McBee, South Carolina, United States
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